KLANGAVERSE 

- WHITEPAPER

LEGAL
DISCLAIMER
Important! Carefully go through this
section before taking any action. 

This whitepaper is a presentation of the
KLANGAVERSE ecosystem as well as its
technologies and strategies. Please
kindly consult with your legal adviser or
regulatory bodies before embarking on
a journey with us.

Regulatory status is not assured in all
jurisdictions. Licenses and approvals may
be required in certain regions where the
relevant crypto activities need to take
place. We do not guarantee or assure
obtaining approvals for regions under
restrictions or regulated by a regulatory
body. This means that the KLANGAVERSE
ecosystem might not be available in
certain markets.


Purpose
The goal of this whitepaper is to introduce
KLANGAVERSE, the Ultimate Music Platform
built on the Binance Smart Chain. We also
introduce the KLANGEVERSE ecosystem,
app, features, technicals, and native
cryptocurrency - $KLG. 

KLANGAVERSE is still in the development
phase and the information on this
whitepaper is being updated on a regular
basis.



In addition, the KLANGAVERSE ecosystem
will be developed in stages. During the
current stage of development,
KLANGAVERSE will depend on a third-party
regulatory body.

Not
investment
advice
While describing KLANGAVERSE tokenonomics related to its
cryptocurrency token - $KLG, this whitepaper does not render
any investment advice or recommendation by its team
members, developers, or advisors for the purchase of $KLG
tokens.

Introduction
The music industry generates more than
$43 billion in revenue but just 12% goes
to the content artists. Artists have littleto-no control over how their music is
distributed and little visibility into who is
streaming it. It is widely known that the
music industry today is plagued with
problems that artists and music
professionals face on a daily basis due to
its complexity and oligopoly of actors. 



These issues are the reason that many (if
not most) unknown artists give up on
their dreams of making a living from
their art. Those who are fortunate
enough to begin earning spend the
majority of their time on these solvable
issues rather than on their craft.

KLANGAVERSE has taken the step to offer
a complete solution, to address these and
other problems faced by artists. We
introduce KLANGAVERSE, a fully
decentralized music streaming protocol
built on the Binance Smart Chain with
public blockchain infrastructure and other
decentralized technologies.



KLANGAVERSE gives artists the power to
produce and distribute their music in the
form of NFTs and gets paid by their fans
directly into their wallets. At the time of
writing, the KLANGAVERSE ecosystem is
decentralized and its goal is to grow with
targeted 300,000 community members,
artists, and developers by year-end.

Our team is made up of skilled developers who have worked
with small and large organizations in the crypto space. They know
their onions and have great knowledge of fintech.


The Problems
No Ownership 

With the emergence of streaming
platforms, it has become easy to reach
and manage music and has become
more accessible to share it with loved
ones. This created more activities and
events for artists and their crafts. The
biggest drawback is that music often is
owned by the platforms distributing it
and not the artists themselves.
Distributors decide what happens to this
music at any given time and this poses
an issue for listeners and artists that
depend on music to make a living.

Royalties Lost

Artists are paid not only by people who
listen to their music, but also by selling

licenses to third parties who use their
music in mediums such as films,
documentaries, public distribution, or
even by other artists who want to cover
or remix their pieces.

As of 2022, the legal royalties systems
around the world operate differently, and
if the artist does not rely on a costly,
paper-heavy royalties manager, they may
never see his or her payouts. Every year,
millions of dollars in unclaimed music
royalties are lost in the Black Box.

Inadequate Revenue

It is no secret what most artists earn is
ridiculous compared to what streaming
platforms generate. For example, Spotify
pays $0.0033 per play on its app. For an

What is
KLANGAVERSE
KLANGAVERSE is a decentralized music-sharing platform that
leverages the technology of blockchain to ensure fair
compensation for artists, a transparent and reliable payment
system, and quality music content for the community. 



KLANGAVERSE introduces its crypto token called $KLG for the
payment and managing of artists and fans. This is a new
paradigm where artists can decide on how revenues raised from
their minted songs can be split among the teams based on
different songs minted on the KLANGAVERSE ecosystem.
Leveraging on the speed and redundancy of a decentralized
means of storage by IPFS (Interplanetary File System), KLANGAVERSE
can deliver thousands of minted tracks by artists in a very
decentralized manner. 



The blockchain smart contract collects hashes of the statistics of
the minted songs in the form of NFT, which serves as the

foundation for revenue calculations for

happens. Artists publish music, fans listen

There will also be royalties for the artist on their music NFTs. All
music streamed will generate 20% royalties which will be

each artist – this data is open to the

to it, and professionals manage it. Of

public, and its immutability can be

course, anyone can wear those three hats

verified by comparing transaction

at the same time or in any fashion they

KLANGAVERSE is focused on helping artists grow a fan base,

history. We will also introduce additional

like.


generate money for themselves, cut out the middlemen, and

governance mechanisms such as a
KLANGAVERSE DAO (Decentralized
Autonomous Organization) used for
voting on new features, artists' revenue
sharing, and a variety of other
possibilities once everything is
transparently stored in the KLANGAVERSE
smart contract.


KLANGAVERSE is aimed at bridging the gap
between music creation, publication, and
payment, and it is dedicated to making
the experience for the music listening,

fun, smooth, and reliable as possible. With
the help of blockchain technology,
KLANGAVERSE will leverage its data for music

How Does
KLANGAVERSE

medium to distribute music and its related

on-demand payments, and NFTs as a

products. 

With the help of $KLG token community
can participate in governance DAO where

KLANGAVERSE is the Ultimate NFT Music

votes will be cast for new features to be

Platform, gathering the artists, the

included to help boost the audience and

listeners, and the professionals in an all-

brand of music artists.

in-one app and network. Think of it as a
marketplace where music-everything

help artists to keep doing what they love for the community to
enjoy and appreciate.

Here’s a breakdown of the KLANGAVERSE Space: 

NFTs to K-ONNECT


creation, and management as engaging,

copyrights, Cryptocurrency for instant and

Work

redistributed back to all NFT holders.


KLANGAVERSE NFT platform is a platform that connects fans and
audiences with their favourite musicians, singer-songwriters, and
artists. 

BUILT for FANS 

No more record labels, no more unfairness, no more exploitation.
In KLANGAVERSE fans become the record labels and hold the
power alongside the artist - no more middleman.

The reality for many musicians is that the pursuit of their dream
of getting signed by record labels results in a lifetime of being
exploited for their art. Record labels often treat musicians as
independent contractors rather than employees and hence do
not pay them a fair wage. Recording artists typically agree to sell

VIP seats, in-person experiences, signed merchandise, gold and

their copyrights to the record label in

sEach week we’ll be discussing a set

exchange for a percentage of the

topic, anyone can join in the discussion

profits from their records. In most cases,

and virtually meet like-minded individuals.


THE NFT RELEASES - KLANGAVERSE


Fans can also create separate “rooms” and

What exactly is a Release? 


advances are very low and the value
must then be paid back in full. 

Recording contracts transform music
into commodities. A commodity whose
value is dependent on copyrights.

In KLANGAVERSE, Users and Fans can use
$KLG Tokens to purchase NFTs and
support, both financially and physically,
their favourite artists, musicians, and
music writers - all at $0 gas fees. 


discuss any music-related topics! 

BUILT for ARTISTS

Artists can find funding for their projects
and future endeavours in KLANGAVERSE.
They will be able to release their albums
and singles in the form of NFTs that fans
can bid on. This will create demand and
scarcity, together with increased rarity of
the pieces. Fans will be able to purchase

Fans will also be able to earn royalties

and hold their favourite pieces in their

while streaming their favourite songs

“Record Library.”


and albums, to become ever more
connected with the community and
with the artists.

Fans can engage in discussions and
debates as well by using our “MUSIC
KLUB” Forum feature open to all
members of the KLANGAVERSE
community.

BUILT for EVERYONE

You don't need to be a digital or
cryptocurrency specialist to unleash the
power of blockchain; we'll be there for
you every step of the way so you can
take advantage of enticing perks such as

platinum records and so much more. 


NFT releases make it possible for fans to acquire a digital token
experience from their preferred musicians - This system
functions in an analogous way to when a musician releases a
new song IRL. 

When will the Releases be? 

Every week! Now is the time to start following your favourite
artists and show them your support! Subscribe to our emailing
list to ensure you’ll be the first to know when your favourite
musician is set to release the next incredible new single and
never miss out on any community chat! 

How do I purchase the KLANGAVERSE NFTs? 

There has never been a more convenient time to purchase an
NFTs. 

To purchase your KLANGAVERSE NFTs, just sign up and use our $KLG
native Token.



The
KLANGAVERSE
Play-to-Earn KLANGASPEL
KLANGAVERSE’s very own Play-to-Earn
Music Game!

What is Play-to-Earn?

The Play-to-Earn (or P2E) model of
gaming is a business concept that’s
supported by blockchain technology. In
simple words, users can engage with
certain types of games and earn
cryptocurrency simply by playing and
being active on the platforms. Players
are required to make an initial financial
investment before they can begin
participating in pay-to-earn games.

To be more specific, they are required to
make an upfront purchase of an in-game
asset. 


Kordoba Classical Guitars (Cordoba)


Play-to-earn games are a broader
category that includes pay-to-earn games
as well as other types of games that allow
players to generate extra income. 


Kradivarius Violins (Stradivarius) 


Karshall Amplifier (Marshall)

Kamaha Pianos (Yamaha)

Kama Drums (Tama)

Microphones


KLANGA = Jingle, Music, sound


And many more!


SPEL = Game, Play


You can make in-app purchases and upgrade your instrument
room too - simply use $KLG to buy what you need to make it to
the Top! 


KLANGASPEL in GameFi is our new and
exciting simulation-P2E adventure game
that mixes fun with revenue! 

To enter, just purchase your instruments
and your lessons.

Pick across a wide range of choices;

Kender Stratos Guitars (Fender
Stratocaster)

Kibson Guitars (Gibson)

We have everything from autographed guitars, signed by your
favourite artist to accessories to rock with style - A top hat?
Glitter oversized sunglasses? Face painted star? Everything you
ever wanted, we have it! 

Pick your favourite genre or experiment with loads of
different ones, are you a rocker? Is Opera your passion?
Country? K-Pop? Whatever it is, you can do it! 

Start with music lessons and advance through Beginner,
Intermediate, Advanced, Star and Superstar levels!

Advance through the stages to see
your dreams of success become true
and get other people to purchase
tickets to your shows, festivals, and
events - Become a Star! 

Go on Tour and form bands or perform
solo

Every time a member of the
community purchases tickets to your
show, you get rewarded with a
percentage of the price - It Pays to be
a Star!

Players get points by strumming, singing,
playing in rhythm to the music and
advancing through the stages and
levels. The goal is to evolve and keep the
virtual audience interested and engaged
so they purchase tickets to your live solo or group - events, concerts or
festivals.

Loads of different levels, loads of
possibilities, loads of fun, and loads of
cash!

Why Binance
Smart Chain
Binance smart chain is a blockchain that
boosts smart contract functionality and
compatibility with the help of its
Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). Binance
smart chain is designed to have a high
throughput and faster transaction per
second (TPS) for the Binance chain while
introducing smart contracts to the
ecosystem.

Because of the EVM compatibility nature of the Binance smart
chain, DApps and tools from the Ethereum network can easily be
migrated and configured for developers. And for users, a little
adjustment is just needed on the Metamask to configure the
usage of the Binance smart chain. 

Binance smart chain is highly scalable and user-friendly, supports
fast decentralized trading and because of the EVM compatibility,
it is seen as the best network to support KLANGAVERSE

The
Ecosystem
community

KLANGAVERSE is fully decentralized
and owned by its fun vibrant
community. we welcome and
embrace diverse perspectives to
build the klangaverse into the best
community in crypto.

instant rewards

for every transaction in the minting
of artist songs using $klg token,
artist get rewarded instantly on
every purchase. this wil give them
opportunity to share profits with
their production crew. Transactions
fees are also used for community
development.

longetivity

klangaverse in it for the long haul.
the decentralized community is
fostering long-term development of
the ecosystem which wil result in
real use cases, greater rewards, and
popularity beyond any temporary
trends.

The KLG
Tokenomics

Decision on the
chain to be used

Contract improvement
and test

$klg would be deployed on binance
smart chain with the following details
Token name
klangaverse
decimals
12
pre-sale
3,000,000,000

Token ticker
klg
Max supply
10,000,000,000

KLANGAVERSE websit
Launch presal
Audi
Branding and marketing


The
KLANGAVERSE
Roadmap

•Listed on Coingecko/
Coin marketcap


•Collaborate with 1000
musicians for initial NFT
releases
Launch on
decentralised
exchangeÚ
Mint free music NFT
to all presale
investors
Klangaverse NFT
marketplace launc
Begin work on
podcacsts, radio
and streaming
services
Metaverse intergration
where musicians can
play concerts for their
fans and nft holders

Collab with artistÚ
Merch concerts for
fanÚ
Weekly events and
games with rewards
in $KLG tokens

